Frequency-feature based antistrong-disturbance signal processing method and system for vortex flowmeter with single sensor.
Digital signal processing methods have been applied to vortex flowmeter for extracting the useful information from noisy output of the vortex flow sensor. But these approaches are unavailable when the power of the mechanical vibration noise is larger than that of the vortex flow signal. In order to solve this problem, an antistrong-disturbance signal processing method is proposed based on frequency features of the vortex flow signal and mechanical vibration noise for the vortex flowmeter with single sensor. The frequency bandwidth of the vortex flow signal is different from that of the mechanical vibration noise. The autocorrelation function can represent bandwidth features of the signal and noise. The output of the vortex flow sensor is processed by the spectrum analysis, filtered by bandpass filters, and calculated by autocorrelation function at the fixed delaying time and at tau=0 to obtain ratios. The frequency corresponding to the minimal ratio is regarded as the vortex flow frequency. With an ultralow-power microcontroller, a digital signal processing system is developed to implement the antistrong-disturbance algorithm, and at the same time to ensure low-power and two-wire mode for meeting the requirement of process instrumentation. The water flow-rate calibration and vibration test experiments are conducted, and the experimental results show that both the algorithm and system are effective.